Axigen Service Provider Messaging
Mail Server, Calendaring & Collaboration

www.axigen.com

ISP Mail Server
with virtually unlimited
number of users
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Axigen is a multi-tenant infrastructure, fully
integrated, easy brandable, all-in-one email,
calendaring & collaboration messaging solution
for service providers. It is able to host hundreds to
tens of millions of business-level email users,
based on a powerful mail server technology.
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Securing Business Continuity

Improving Churn Rate

(deliver your best services backed, by high
level expert knowledge available from Axigen)

(increase your customer satisfaction, by
ensuring the best user experience ever)

Opening New Markets
(unmatched possibilities to
tailor your offerings as you need)
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Axigen Helps YOUR
Businesses Grow
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Optimizing Hardware Costs
(up to 50% better hardware usage)
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Optimizing Delivered
Services Costs

Increasing Human
Resource Productivity

(by efficiently activating premium
Axigen Add-ons for your users)

(by using the fantastic
Axigen administration tools)

www.axigen.com

The Added Value
within SP Email
Architecture

Easy Setup

Successfully replaces Open Source
Solutions Mix

Fully integrated

Has Modular Design, as it can run with
any number of services inhibited

Speed-of-light
messaging

Efortless administration

Up to 50% hardware usage
optimization

In less than 20 minutes
is up and running

Up to 976 messages processed
per second

Significant savings on
hardware resources

AXIGEN FOR
Seamless integration with
3rd party applications

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Flexible,
pay-as-you-grow
licensing model

Endless possibilities of adjusting your
license in order to best answer your
business needs

Saves significant time to check compatibility
and set up within your infrastructure

Multiple, customizable
branding & advertising options

Localized in over 20 languages
(including right-to-left
writing mode)
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WebMail Interface and
Favicon personalization

Features activation
according to
supplied pack

Create Standard, Premium, etc.
packs for customers
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So are we.
We’ve got your fix.

FREAK?

So let us cloud up
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your email service.
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Contact us:

Total control. Total privacy.

Email:

i.sales@axigen.com

www.axigen.com

Phone:

US: +1 (773) 598 5800
UK: +44 (0) 207 193 2470
HQ: +40 21 303 2080

